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We shall use the following notation: x will always denote a variable 
defined on (-co, co), y will always denote a variable defined on (0, co), 
]/f(x)]], will stand for the norm off in I,,(--co, co) and ]]f(y)]], for the norm 
of f in L,(O, co); for p > 0, W,(x) = (1 + x*)O’* exp(-x2/2) and V,(y) = 
(1 + y)“‘* exp(--y/2); n will denote a strictly positive integer, and q, an 
arbitrary polynomial of degree at most n; by c we shall denote positive 
numbers depending at most on /3, and by c(s) positive numbers depending at 
most on j3 and on the variables enclosed by the parentheses, but not 
necessarily the same positive number if they appear more than once in the 
same formula. 
This paper is a sequel to [ 11, and like it has been deeply influenced by the 
ideas of G. Freud. The first five theorems below present polynomial 
inequalities on (-co, co) involving the weight W,(x); the case p = 0 of these 
results was proved in [ 11. The remaining five theorems present polynomial 
inequalities on [0, co) involving the weight V,(y). The functions W,(x) were 
introduced by Freud in [2]. Note that if Qo(x) = - ln[ WD(x)] and 
p > 16[exp(1/16) - l] > 1.04, then Q0[(p/16)“‘] < 0, and therefore W,(x) 
does not satisfy one of the hypotheses of [3]. Moreover Q;(O) = 1 --/I; thus 
if j3 > 1, W,(x) is neither very strongly regular nor superregular in the sense 
of Mhaskar [4. 51. Hence the theorems in this paper are not contained in, 
nor can be trivially inferred from, the results of these authors. 
We start with: 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 < r < co and 1 < p < 00. Then 
III4’~&) 4”cd, G c(m) IIlxl’~&> %I(X)llL,~-4 A.4 \/;;,9 
where m - 1 is the integral part of r + j3. 
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Proof: Since 
~.Xl”W,(X) < W,(X) < 2”“( 1 + i.Vl”) W,,(X). (1) 
the case p = co follows by combining the cases p = r and p = r + p of 16. 
Lemma 3 ]. Assume therefore that p < co, and let I,, = (x/~s( > 4 $2 }. J,, = 
(x/4 J” < Ix 1 < 4 Jn + m 1. and V,, = {x//.ul >, 4 $$ m }, If A ,I = 
IL, I I-xlr W,(x) q&r d,W’. applying [ 1. ( 12) 1 and the remarks that follow 
it, and bearing in mind that if jxl> 1. then W,(x) < 2” ’ ~)rl” W,,(s). we have 
< 2po/‘2 [ 16(n + m) Jp”’ r, ’ 1. 1 W,(x) q&)1” dx 
-J, 




n”““’ ,I;,; 1 W,(x) q,(x)]” dx + .)‘, ,, IY’ W,,(x)l” d-u / 
< [nc(m)l”\nP”’ * ev-w)(ll W&u) s,,(,~)ll,Y 
+ exp(-cpl~? + ml)(ll-~“~o(-~) s,,(-~)li,Y I 
< Inc(m)]“[n”“‘~’ ev-cw)(ll w,(x) q,(x)ll,Y 
+ expf--cpln + ml>(llxm~o(x) q,(x)ll,Y 1. 
An inspection of the proof of 11, Theorem 1 I shows that 
II xm W,(x) 4,(x)ll, ,< c(m) fl’“, ’ It W,(x) s,,(x)ll, ,< c(m) d”. ’ !I W&I q&h, : 
thus 
Since 
A, < c(m) n”” ’ ‘J’2 exp(--cn) II w,C-~) q,(x)ll,l. 
the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
For 0 < p < co, a result similar to Theorem 1 can be derived from Bonan 
16, (3.2.3)]. However, the integral on the right-hand side of the inequality 
would be defined over an interval with endpoints at 
* [ (1 + ,I)(2n + p/2 + l/2) 1 I.‘*, where /1 is any positive real number. Thus the 
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inequality that can be inferred from Bonan’s result is superior for small 
values of j3, whereas for large values Theorem 1 is better. 
THEOREM 2. (a) Let 1 < p < 03 and 0 < r, a < 03. Then 
II Ixlr+= w&) q,@>ll, G c(r, a> n”‘* II blr w,(x) q,(x)ll, 
(b) The above inequality is optimal in the sense thatfor any choice of 
r, a and p, (r, CL > 0; 1 < p < co), c(r, a) cannot be replaced by a sequence 
(c, } that converges to zero as n tends to infinity. 
Proof. (a) Applying Theorem 1 we have 
lIIXl’+a w,(x) q,k)ll, < c(r + a> II Ixlr+a w&> 9n(x)llr.pc-4 fi.  err) 
< c(r, a) n”‘* II Ixlr w,(x) qn(xK,c-4 ~i.4 in) 
< CO-, a> Ha’* It 14 w&> q,(x)ll,, 
and the conclusion follows. 
(b) Proceeding as in the proof of [ 1, Theorem l(b)] it is readily seen 
that for any 6 > 0 and 1 < p < co, 
(II lx16 KI(x)llp>p = (2/p>(l’*““““‘r[(l/2)(~p + 1)) 
Let q,(x) =x”; thus I /xlria W,(x) q,(x)) = (xlrCn+” Ws(x), and from (1) we 
infer that if 1 < p < 03, 
II lXlrfa %(x> %(X)llr, > II lXlr+a+4+n ~&)ll, 
= (2/p)(1’2)“+a+4+n+“p1(~[(r + a + j3 + n)p/2 + 1/2]“9 
and 
II lXlr W,(x) %M, G 24’2 IKl + lxr? 14r+n F&)ll, 
< 24’2(11 I.4r+n Kl(x)Ilp + II 14r+D+n Kd4l,) 
= c(2/p) c1i2)[r+n+“p1(r[(r + n) p/2 + l/2])“” 
+ (2/P) (“2)‘r+4+n+ l’P1(T[(r +/I + n)p/2 + l/2])“” J. 
Applying Stirling’s formula we therefore see that 
II lXlrta w&I q,(x>ll, > c(r, a) n”‘* II lxlr W,(x) q,(x)ll,, 
and the conclusion follows. 
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We now prove the assertion for p = co. Using elementary calculus it is 
easy to see that for any 6 >, 0, /I (xl6 W&Y)~\~, = 8”’ exp(-a/2). Applying (1) 
we thus have 
II 1-x lr -O W,(x) 4nC~)ll /
and 
II /xr W,(x) q&N., < 28w4r’ n W”(X)11 r + I/ l-$-ii ’ ” W,,(s)l( , 1 
= 2’ *l(r + n)” *)lr*” expl-( 1/2)(r + n)l 
+ (r +p + n)” *“‘+” +“I exp[-( l/Z)(r +/I + n)j 
whence the conclusion readily follows. Q.E.D. 
Part (a) of the following theorem was proved by G. Freud 12. p. 129. 
Theorem 2 1. A particular case appears in 11 1. 
THEOREM 3. (a) Let 1 < p < a; then for any natural number s, 
/I I w&l q,(x) I”’ II,, < 4s) n’ ’ II W,(-~) s,,(x)ll,. 
(b) The above inequality is optimal (in the sense of Theorem 2). 
Proof of (b). For the purposes of this proof we shall say that a,, 2 b,, if 
there are two constants K,(k) and Kz(k) such that K,(k) jb,i < la,, < 
K,(k) lb,l. Let ff,(x) d enote the nth Hermite polynomial: from 17, p. 838, 
7.375- 1 1 and Stirling’s formula 
-IR exp(-2x2) Hi(x) H,,(x) d,u 
= 71- ‘2(n+k-‘!‘)lr(k + 1/2)]‘T(n -k + l/2) z Kk2”r(n + l/2). 
Since (1 + 2~‘)~ = z:L ,, a,HJx) we thus infer that 
-jR exp(-2x*) ffi(x)(l + 2~‘)~ dx z 1’ a,n-‘2”r(r + l/2) z 2”T(n + 112). - 
r : 0 
From the inequality (1 + 2~‘)~ < (1 + 2x’)’ < (1 + 2~‘)~~‘. where k is the 
integral part of 6, it is clear that the preceding asymptotic formula is also 
satisfied if k is replaced by any non-negative real number. Setting 
6 = P/2, He,(x) = H,(x 6) an d making the change of variable $!x + x we 
thus see that for any /3 > 0, 
11 W,(x) Hen(x 7s [ 2”r(n + l/2) J I’*. (21 
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Since [ W,(x) He,(x)]“’ = (- I)‘2 -r’2 W,(x) He,+,(x), applying the Leibnitz 
rule we have 
[W,(x) He,(x)]‘“’ = [(l + x’)““WO(x) He,(x)]“’ 
S-l 
= c {c(r, s)[(l + x2)s’2](~~~~)w,(x) He,,,(x)) 
r=O 
+ (-1)s2-sW,(x)He,+,(x). 
Thus, since 1 [ (1 + x*)~‘*](~-~) 1 < c(T)( 1 + x~)~‘*, 
II W,(x) W+A412 ,< 4s) II l w5+> ffe,(~PI12 
s-1 
Since T(x + 1) = XT(X), we infer from (2) that if r < s, jl W,(x) He,+,(x)l12 = 
a,(r) Jj W,(x) HeRfs(x)//, where lim,,, a,(r) = 0; hence the preceding 
inequality implies that II W,(x) He,+,(x)llz < c(s) /I [W,(x) He,(x)j’“‘/12. Since 
(2) also implies that I/ W,(x) He,(x)l12 < c(s) n-“’ /I W,(x) He,+,(x)l12, we 
conclude that II W,(x) He,(x)l12 < c(s) n-“’ II [W,(x) He,(x)]‘“’ lj2, which 
proves the assertion for p = 2. 
We. shall now prove the statement for every p> 1. Let 
f(x) - 2 a,(f) p,(Wi; x) be the expansion of f(x) in the polynomials 
p,(Wi; x) orthogonal with respect to the weight W;(x) on (-co, co), let 
s,( Wi ; f; x) be the sum of the terms r < m of this expansion, and let 
V,,(Wi;f;x) = n-l Cj$= ,,+* s,(W~;Ax). From [2, (39), (40)] or [8, 
Lemma 2.61, and the Riesz-Thorin theorem [9, Vol. 2, p. 951, we readily 
infer that for all p such that 1 ,< p < co and every measurable function f(x) 
such that II W&)f(x)ll, < 00, 
II W,(x) V*aqj if; x>llp G C(P) II yd4f(x)ll,. (3) 
Assume now that for some s and p and for every polynomial sequence 
(q,,(x)} there is a sequence {c,), converging to zero, such that 
II I W&> 4nwl’“’ llp ,< G~~s’2 II W,(x) %?(x>ll,. (4) 
Define the linear operator r,,,(f) by [T,,,(f)](x) = [W,(x) V,,(S; x)1(‘). 
Applying (4) and then (3) we readily infer that // [r,,,(f)](x)//, < 
c,c(p)(2n)“” jl W,(x) j-(x)&. The argument is completed exactly as in the 
proof of [ 1, Theorem 2(b)]. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. Letr>Oand l<p,p,<a. Then 
II 14’ W,(x) q,(x)ll, < 4~) n’1’(2p)-1’(2pl)’ II IX/~ W,(x) q,(x)llpl. 
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ProoJ: For p < p, < co the proof is identical to that of the corresponding 
case of [ I, Theorem 3 1, using Theorem 1 instead of ( 1. ( 13) 1. 
Let x0 be such that 1) ix~‘Wo(x) 4,(x)11, = ~s,J~ W,4(x,,) q,(x,,)l. We now 
show that for every real t. 
11 -c(r)n”’ Ii - -4 I II I-+ W&l q,,P)ll, S I 1 t 1’ Kdr) 4,Jt)i. (5) 
where c(r) > 0. If r is an integer, the proof is identical to that of [ 1. (23)1, 
using Theorem 3 instead of [ 1, Theorem 2 1. To prove it for other values of r. 
let k be the integral part of r. and c(r) = max(c(k). c(k + I )}. Let t be 
arbitrary but fixed. 
If 1 - c(r) rz’ ‘1 t - x0; < 0. (which happens in particular if t = 0). (5) is 
trivial. Assume therefore that I - c(r) n’ ’ ;f -~ sC,j > 0. and let h(r) = 
1) Jx/tj’ W,(X) q,(x)JI,x . Then (5) is equivalent to 
h(r) < 1 W,(t) q,(t)1 / I - c(r) n’ ’ 11 - x,,l] ‘. 
Since I-c(k)n’,‘(t-.u,,(>O and 1 - c(k + I ) n’ ’ (t ~ x,~~ > 0. the 
preceding inequality is satisfied for r = k and r = k + 1, and the conclusion 
readily follows by noting that since h(r) is convex. h(r) < max(h(k). 
h(k+ l)} < if+‘,(t)q,(t)l 11 -c(r)n”:f-X,/I ‘. 
The remainder of the proof is carried out exactly as in the proof of I 1. 
Theorem 3 1, using (5) instead of 11, (23)]. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4 should also follow from 15. Theorem 2 1. 
A result similar to Theorem 4 can be inferred from Mhaskar and Saff I 10. 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.41. However. the constant that would appear in the 
inequality would depend also on p and p,. 
A converse of Theorem 2 is 
The proof of this assertion is based on the following: 
Proof: We first prove the statement for p = co and p = 0. Let ;’ > 0 and 
// /xlY W,(X) q,,(x)11 ) = /x0/Y W,,(x,) Iq,(x,)i. Making if necessary a change of 
variable of the form x--r -s, we can assume without essential loss of 
generality that x,) > 0. 
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Setting f(x) = x yt’ IV, x) q (x) (x > 0) and applying the mean value ( 
theorem we see that if x, > O,‘f(x,) = x0 f’(r), where 0 < c < x,, . Dividing 
by x,, we have x$ W,,(x,) qn(x,) = f’(t), i.e., 
II lxl’~,(x> q”(x)llm = If’(6)l* (6) 
An application of the mean value theorem and a limiting process also show 
that if x0 = 0, (6) is satisfied for l= 0. (This case is of significance only if 
y = 0.) Let m denote the integral part of y; then y = m + a, where 0 < a < 1. 
Since f(x) = xa W,(x) [x ““qJx)j, it is clear that f’(x) = axyW,(x) qn(x) - 
xa+ ’ W,,(x)[xm “q,,(x) ] + xa WO(x)[xmt ‘q,(x)]‘. Thus from (6), 
II IxlY W,(x) c7,(x)ll, < fx II IxI’/ W,(x) q,(x>ll, + II IxIYiZ W,(x) qn(x)llm 
+ II IXY ~,(x>lx”+‘q,(x)l’Il,, 
i.e., 
(1 - a> II l4’~&> s,@)lI, 
</I l-q’+* W”(X) q&II, + II /Aa ~,~~~~~“+‘~,~x-~l’/I,~ 
Since 1 - a > 0, applying Theorem 2 to the first term in the right-hand 
member of the preceding inequality, and [ 2, (29) I or [ 11, Theorem S] to the 
second term, we see that 
II I4’~cl(x)q,(x)ll, G C(Y) a”* II My+’ ~cl(x>q,(x)ll,. 
Combining the cases y = p and y =/I + 6 of the preceding inequality with 
(1) and the inequality 0 < W,(x) < W,(x), we readily conclude that 
II w y3(x) 4n(x>llm ,< 44 n”* II w+ ’ W,(x) qn(x)ll, 2 (7) 
which is the result for p = 03 and j3 > 0. 
To prove the assertion for 1 < p < co, let I, = [-n - I’*, n - I,‘* 1, and let J,, 
be the complementary set of In in (-co, co). If x is in J,,, 1 < 1x1 n’12; thus 
J J” I l-d6 W,(x) 4&r cfx < np’2 1 -J II-@+ ’ w,(x) q&V dx 
< [n”’ ll”/xldtl W,(x) qntxlIplp. (8) 
On the other hand, applying the mean value theorem of the integral calculus, 
(7), and Theorem 4, we have 
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Combining the preceding inequality with (8). the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5. It suffices to assume that q,,(x) is not identically 
zero. The assertion is trivial for a = 0 and follows by repeated application of 
the Lemma if a is a natural number. Since the inequality is equivalent to 
and for fixed 6 the left-hand member of the preceding expression is a convex 
function h of a, the conclusion now readily follows by noting that if m - 1 is 
the integral part of 2r + /I + l/p, then h(a) < max{h(O), h(m)}. Q.E.D. 
A result similar to Theorem 5 can be inferred from 16, p. 26. (3.2.27)j and 
Mhaskar and Saff ( 121. However. the constant e that appears in the 
inequality would depend also on p. 
The remaining results concern the interval (0, co): 
THEOREM 6. Let r > 0 and I 6 p < co. Then 
ProoJ Assume first that 1 < p < 00. Since q,,(x’) is an even function. 
making the change of variable J’ = .Y’ and applying Theorem 1 we see that if 
m - 1 is the integral part of 2r + a + I/p. 
I i’ 
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The conclusion now follows by noting that if m, - 1 is the integral part of 
2r + /3, then m = m, or m = m, + 1, whence c(m) < max{c(m,), c(m, + 1)) 
(i.e. c(m) < c(r)). Th e proof for p = co is similar and will be omitted. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. (a) Let 1 < p < 00 and 0 ,< r, a < 0~). Then 
II Y’+*~~Y) 4n(Yllp G 46 a> na II .~V,(Y> sh>II,. 
(b) The preceding inequality is optimal (in the sense of Theorem 2). 
Proof Part (a) is a trivial consequence of Theorem 6. To prove (b), set 
q,,(y) = y”, and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2(b), using the fact that 
for y > 0, 
Y”‘%(Y) < V,(Y) = (1 + Y>4’2~o/o(Y>. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8. Let r > 0 and 1 < p, p, < 00. Then 
II Y’~,(Y> s,(Y>II, < c(r) n”‘pp”pl’ II Y’~,(Y) q,(Y)ll,,. 
Proof: Let y = x2. Since 
II Y’VLdY) 4n(Y)ll, = II IXIZr+ “p W&> %f(x2>llp~ 
the conclusion readily follows from Theorem 4 if we notice that the function 
c(r) that appears in the statement of Theorem 4 can be taken to be constant 
between consecutive integers and use an argument similar to the one 
employed at the end of the proof of Theorem 6 to prove independence 
from p. Q.E.D. 
The following is a trivial consequence of Theorem 5, obtained by the 
change of variable y = x2. 
THEOREM 9. Let 1 < p < 00, a > 0, and 6 > -1/(2p). Then 
II Y”~,(Y) 4n(yIlp < c(a, 4 na II Y”+‘V~(Y) 4,(y)ll,. 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 10. Let r > 0 and assume that 1 < p < 03. Then 
II Y’~,(Y) 411s’(y>ll, < c(p, r, s) nmax(2r3s)-r II V,(Y) 4,(y)ll,. 
Proof. Let IIf(x)ll,* denote the L, norm of f(x) with respect to the 
measure 1x1 dx on (-co, co). It is easy to see that for any polynomial q, 
II w,(x) qXx)ll,* < 4~) n”’ II w&> q,(x)ll,*. (9) 
64014 I/ 1~4 
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For p = a3 this assertion trivially follows from 12, (29)/. whereas for 
1 < p < co it is a consequence of (1) and (3. (3.2.1) (. 
We now proceed with the proof of the theorem. starting with the case 
2r > s (whence max(2r-. s) - r= Y). The proof is by induction on s. Let 
1’ = x’ and p,(x) = q,,(s’); then if 9;(~!) = (d/d>,) q,,( >I) and P,‘,(X) = 
(d/&)p,,(x), it is clear that .I” 29;,(~l) = (l/2) P;,(X). Since W,l(.u) p,,(s) is an 
even function, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 6 we have 
!I .I” 2 VJ-1’) SX?~)ll,, = !I W&) tJ,xa:. 
whence from (9) we infer that if p = 1 or p = co. 
II .1”“~[3wq~(?‘)ll, < C(P) n’ 2 !I W&Y) P,,(dl/y = C(P) n’ ? I/ V:,(.r) 9,,(.l‘)l~,,. 
(IO) 
If 2r > I. applying Theorem 7 and then (10) we see that 
II .fVn(.l’) SXY)lI,, = ,I f’ I.” “2JqY) 9:,Ld,, 
< c( p. r) nr ’ 2 /j .I” 2 VJ J,) qA( .I$ 
< c(r. p) II’ ’ ‘n’,’ II v3(Y) 9,,(l’)il,,. 
We have therefore proved the assertion for s = I. 
Before proving the inductive step note that if s is a natural number. 
applying (9) we have 
11 ?,“2 vD(.Y)l.Y‘ ‘S,(Y)l’li = I/ ~,,(,~)I,~“P,,(s)l’!l~ 
< C(P? s) n’ 2 II ~!,w~‘P,,(-~,l//f 
= c( p. s) n’ ! I/ .I“ ! V,(y) q,,( -“)ll,, (11) 
To prove the inductive step we proceed as follows: Since 
2 “+“(.v)= I?‘\ ?93y)]‘- (S/2)?,’ 2 ‘q;‘(y). 
it is clear that’ ” 
(12) 
II ? “+““v,(~)9),‘*“(?‘)j!,, 
GIJIY’ 2Vn(y>l.Y” ?93?,)I’llp t (S/2)(~?,“ ” 2v:i(J~)qJl\‘(,l~)Jlp, 
whence from (1 l), Theorem 9, and the inductive hypothesis, 
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If 2r > s + 1, applying Theorem 7 we therefore have 
II Y’V,(Y> 4~+“(Yllp = II Yr-cs+‘)‘2YcS+ “‘2 VLdY) 9F+“(Y)ll, 
< c(p, r, s) ~2-(~+“‘* 11 y’S+1)‘2VD(y) qj;F+‘)(y)& 
< C(P, r, s> nr II vdu> q,(y)llp3 (13) 
and the conclusion follows. 
Assume now that 2r < s (whence max(2r, s) - r = s - r). We proceed by 
induction. Assume first that s = 1 and 0 < 2r < 1. Since xP’pA(x) is a 
polynomial of degree 2n - 2, applying Theorem 5 (with 6 = 1 - 2r) and (9), 
we see that for any integer k > 0, if p,(x) = xkq,,(x2), 
II Yr~~(Y)[Yk’24n(y)l’Ilp = II lx12’~&> Ixl-‘PXXN,* 
,< c(r) n” - *H’* I/ W,(x) p;(x)//,* 
< 0, r, k) n (’ -*rw’2/l W,(x) p,(x)ll$ 
= 0, r, k) PI-~ II v,(y) yk’*q,(u>ll,. (14) 
We now prove the inductive step. Assume 0 < r < (s + 1)/2. We consider 
two cases. If r < s/2, from the inductive hypothesis and (14) 
II Y’VdY) 4, (s+ ‘)(Y)llp = II Y’~,(YM(Yvs’Il, 
,< 0, r, s> fismr II v&v) qXY)ll, 
< 0, r, s) ns+lpr II v,(y) 4n(y)ll,e 
On the other hand, if r > (s/2), it is clear that r = (s/2) + 6 with 0 < 6 < 4; 
thus from (12) we infer that 
II Y’VdY) 4~+“(Y)ll, 
< II Y”~,(Y)lYs’*q~‘(Y)l’II, + (s/2) II y’-‘~dY> d:‘(y)Il,. 
Applying (14) (with r replaced by S) Theorem 9 and (13) (with s + I 
replaced by s), we therefore have 
II Y’~,(Y> df+“(y)ll, < C(P, r, S)PZ~* II Y”‘*~,(Y) 4!i%)ll, 
+ 46 s> ~2’ -’ II Y’* v&v) 4!Xvll, 
< 0, ry s> n’-6ns’2 II vdy> 4n(y)ll, 
+ C(A r, s> n’-W* II v,(Y) s,(y)II,. 
Since 1 - 6 + s/2 = s + 1 - r the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
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